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Chapter 1- The Sculpture Shenanigan
For Bondi Beach Campground's 50 th
anniversary, twin brothers Doug and
Daniel were in charge of building a
sculpture to commemorate the
special event. Silver was what it
must be made of but they had to
create what it looked like
themselves. They were extremely
excited to run their own building
construction because they had
never been in charge of anything like
it before.
Daniel and Doug used to work for a
huge and extremely successful
construction company in Sydney
called the BSC, the Building and
Sculpting Corporation. Doug was a
professional builder and loved
making
new
creations
and
experimenting with out of the
ordinary materials. Daniel was a professional sculptor who was hoping to start his
own sculpting business. The brothers were at Bondi Beach and were designing the
sculpture. They wanted the sculpture to be something that would teach the
Australian citizens at Bondi something important, something that they would never
forget, but they couldn't quite find the right object to do this.
The brothers work extremely efficiently together but clearly the stress of running
their own construction was getting the better of them. They simply couldn't think
of the best thing to build. Doug kept saying that the sculpture needed to be simple,
quick, but meaningful. Daniel was very imaginative, and had many ideas, "Hey
mate," he would say "why don’t we make it a vegemite jar? Or even a Kangaroo!"
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But Doug would always say, "we don’t have enough time to make something of
that detail," meaning the sculpture was still unclear. The twins had nothing left to
do, and so decided to wait for a while to let their brains wake up a bit. So, the two
brothers decided to sit and enjoy the beautiful ocean.
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Chapter 2- The Finding
A fluffy cloud shifted and a patch of sunlight fell across the beach as the sun rose
over the astonishing ocean. All was well and Doug and Daniel were unpacking their
picnic supplies. The waves crashed upon the glamourous beach when suddenly,
something caught Daniel's eye. "Hey mate, look over there on the beach," Daniel
exclaimed with concern, "it looks like a dolphin." Without giving Doug time to
respond, Daniel bolted off to the monstrous figure lying on the shore. Without
thinking Doug ran after his twin brother.
As soon as the men reached the edge of the murky blue water they quickly realized
the grey object was a hammerhead shark, and it was in a bad condition. It seemed
like the shark had tried to scramble free from a shark net. The brothers suddenly
felt anxious. The shark was in need of medical assistance. Doug pulled a pocketknife
out of his trousers and cut the plastic net off the shark's tail" We need to help it!"
There was a wound on his tail that was quite deep and possibly infected.
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Then suddenly, Doug had a moment of realization and looked out onto the horizon
and spotted a black and blue fishing boat. "He got caught in a fishing line,"
exclaimed Doug. "But what are we going to do?" asked Daniel. "We need to carry
him up to the camping ground then catch a train to the city and get a vet." "What"
yelled Daniel. "There are no train stations around here." "Yes, there is one 5
minutes up the road and we can't just leave it here, now can we?" yelled Doug.
"Can we put him on a train? Can we carry him up there? How can we help him?"
These questions all ran through their minds. Then a thought struck Doug. “We could
put him in a stretcher and carry him up to the campground” he exclaimed. “You
stay here and I will try to find something in the shed". With a wink of an eye Doug
sprinted off in the direction of the shed.
When he reached the ancient grey shed he immediately found two bamboo sticks
and was searching for an old towel that he could tie around the sticks, but there
was nothing. No sign of anything, but he remembered that he wanted to go surfing
while he was there, so he packed a towel in his car. Doug opened the door of his
car and scrambled around for his towel then sprinted back to the beach. As Doug
was running the shark was in complete agony and didn’t even have the energy to
roll over, and Daniel didn’t know what to do. He was feeling helpless, but then he
remembered that his brother was on his way. As soon as that thought hit him, he
saw Doug running at him at top speed.
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Chapter 3- Shark Struggles
They needed to get the shark to the vet in the city as soon as
possible. "Put him in the stretcher that we keep it the truck"
puffed Daniel. "But he's too heavy!" exclaimed Doug as he
collapsed to the floor, too tired to move another muscle.
"Come on" yelled Daniel "He can't breathe," The two men
scrambled up the soft, squishy sand dunes. It was hard enough
walking down the sand dunes and now they had to walk up
them carrying a fully-grown hammer-head shark! The men
kept slipping on the sand as they were walking up the massive
hill. Everyone they passed stared and pointed at them.
The brothers kept wondering why all the people they walked
past didn't offer to help. Even the person that was wearing a
vet shirt didn't offer even though they that they called out to
him. He just stared and shook his head and then walked off.
Finally, after about half an hour they reached the edge of the sand dunes. They
knew all that they had to walk now was across the camping grounds. They looked
around at Australian citizens who were in total shock. 'Why do they just stand there
and watch us struggle,' wondered Doug. 'Why can't they help us carry this heavy
shark to the safety of the city vets!'
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The
two
men
continued to carry the
shark to the nearest
tap and sprayed it with
as much water they
could. "Wait here and
I'll be back!" Doug
yelled to Daniel. As he
ran
off
Daniel
attempted to lift the
shark onto a seat
where it could lie and
continue to be sprayed
with water. As fast as
he could Doug ran to
their truck. He was
determined to keep
this shark alive.

Doug opened his cupboard and took out the kiddie pool
his niece left the last time she visited. He quickly ran back
to Daniel. The shark was wheezing when Doug arrived
back. They filled the inflatable pool up to the top. Daniel
placed the shark into it. The shark flapped its tail as to say
thank you. "We've done it!", they shouted together
happily. But it was only going to get harder.
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Chapter 4- The Train Trauma
The brothers carried the shark
in the kiddie pool all the way to
the train station. They heard
the train echoing in the
distance. "Hurry!" shouted
Daniel. The two men sprinted
along the station platform
towards the train drivers
window and knocked on it.
"Hello, we need to get this
shark to the city vet!" The train
driver slowly opened the door
and rudely said "what do ya want?!" Daniel and Doug repeated what they had just
said "We need to get this hammerhead shark to the city vet!" The train driver
chuckled and then said "um, sorry mate, you have to pay." Doug and Daniel began
to rummage around in their pockets, looking for any money they had. The shark
suddenly gasped for water and thrashed its tail violently. "please mate, he's badly
injured, we need to get him to the city vet, and fast!!" The clock was ticking. The
train driver had a small smile on his face. "Oh, alright." Doug and Daniel began to
carry the shark to the nearest open door. Suddenly, it closed. the two boys looked
at each other in confusion and once again, the doors opened. Doug took a step
forward but just as he was about to step onto the train, the doors closed. The train
driver laughed wickedly and sped off. Before he entered the tunnel, he threw out
a piece of paper. On the paper, the train driver had written a time and it also said
"be here at this time and DON'T be late!" Doug and Daniel were surprised that the
train driver would help them." ok Doug, let's do it!"

The next day, the two boys walked down to the platform again, following the train
drivers very 'helpful' advice. The shark was in the kiddie pool again and seemed to
be in quite a lot of pain. The men carefully placed the kiddie pool down on the cold
concrete floor and waited, and waited, and waited but no matter how long they
waited the train didn’t arrive. " Ugh! It's never going to come, Doug. C'mon. Let's
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just go home," Daniel whined. But then, the floor started to rumble and the two
twin brothers heard the loud sound of a speeding train. NEEEEOOOUUUWWWW!
"YES!" screamed Doug. The train screeched to a halt. " I didn’t think you boys
would've waited," the train driver giggled. Doug and Daniel were FURIOUS!! YOU
TRICKED US!!!" They both screamed. The train driver laughed hysterically." You
only just realized!! HAHAHAHAHA! Why would I help you two knuckle heads!?"
Daniel and Doug looked at each other angrily. The train driver was laughing so hard
he didn’t notice that Daniel and Doug had wondered off and were now making their
master plan to get on that train no matter what!
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Chapter 5- The Release
"Hey mate," whispered Doug under
his breath to Daniel, as he grasped
the side of the huge hammerhead
shark. " I think I've got an idea of
how to get on that train and save
that shark!" "But how?" asked
Daniel, " The shark's as heavy as a
brick and the train driver will never
let us on unless we have money!"
Suddenly the shark thrashed his tail
around and took a deep breath in.
"Ouch!" cried Doug. He could feel
something prickly in his foot but he
decided to leave it be. Anyway,
here's the plan, we have to sneak
into the back of the train when the
bloke who's at the driver's seat isn't
watching, then we jump in and ride
away into the big smoke. "Okay, I think we can do it," said Daniel, slightly in doubt.
"Let's go!" So off they ran, dodging electricity poles and dogs on the loose, they
could see the incoming train, and they needed to stop at just the right spot so the
driver wouldn't see them. The train halted to a stop and Doug and Daniel hopped
on without another thought in mind. "Be quiet or the driver will hear us," Doug
whispered. They sat down and relaxed, for they knew that it would be a long
journey.
4 HOURS LATER:
Finally, the trip was over and they had arrived in the city without being seen by the
train driver. They snuck off the train and through the city streets to find the vet. "
We need to get this shark to the doctor, and quick!" said Daniel in panic. "Agreed!"
said Doug. " Now let's go!" They set off towards the city vet. When they reached
the vet, they rushed through the doors and a worker led them into an empty room.
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Then they gently placed the shark on a bed. The vet checked over the and said that
apart from a few wounds the shark was OK. "YAY! " cried Daniel and Doug in
harmony. The vet decided that because the shark getting injured wasn't their fault,
and their random act of kindness, the government would pay for it, as well as
banning shark nets. They travelled back to the train station and they waited and
waited, then all of a sudden, NEEEOUWWWW!!!! The train had arrived! So, Doug,
Daniel and the healthy, unharmed shark snuck back onto the train to get
themselves back home.
After the next train ride home, they got off and went to the beach to release the
shark. "Well that was an adventure," said Daniel calmly. " I have the best idea
now Daniel! " said Doug, " We can make the 50 th anniversary statue for the
campground, of the shark!" " Great idea!" replied Daniel. So, the next day they
made the sculpture plan. It was an exact replica of the shark and even though it
took a month or two to create, it was remembered by locals, and all who visited
for many decades after. It sure was an adventure to remember.
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